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import rt
# Start new Realtime translator using a Spanish--English system and automatic,
# language-independent text normalization (pre-tokenization and post-detokenization)
translator = rt.RealtimeTranslator(’es-en.d’, tmpdir=’/tmp’, cache_size=5, norm=True)
# Translate a sentence for user1
translation = translator.translate(’Muchas gracias Chris.’, ctx_name=’user1’)
# Learn from user1’s post-edited transaltion
translator.learn(’Muchas gracias Chris.’, ’Thank you so much, Chris.’, ctx_name=’user1’)
# Save, free, and reload state for user1
translator.save_state(file_or_stringio=’user1.state’, ctx_name=’user1’)
translator.drop_ctx(ctx_name=’user1’)
translator.load_state(file_or_stringio=’user1.state’, ctx_name=’user1’)

Adaptive machine translation that immediately learns from human feedback. (Denkowski et al., 2014)

Translators log into a web-based translation editor using Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome.

Full Python API for deploying and interacting with adaptive MT systems already included in cdec.

Sentences are translated on demand by an adaptive MT system that learns as users work.

Scalable implementation serves any number of concurrent users working with the same system.

Automatic highlighting and full keyboard navigation provide a smooth user experience.

Full tutorial online for building and deploying Realtime systems in production environments.

Users edit translations and provide quality judgments of MT output as they work.

Data Collection

Validation Experiment
Spanish–English cdec system trained on WMT 2012 data (Europarl, news, news commentary).
Blind out-of-domain test: TED talks (spoken language, broad range of topics).
Six translators post-edited 4 talk excerpts totaling 100 MT outputs each.
Two excerpts translated by baseline (static) system, two by adaptive (learning) system (shuffled by user).

TransCenter logs edit history, keyboard and mouse activity, and translation time for each sentence.

HTER

Rating

SPE BLEU

Baseline

19.26

4.19

34.50

Adaptive

17.01

4.31

34.95

Reports are output in formatted HTML and comma separated value format for interoperability.
Evaluated required post-editing effort (HTER) and translator perception (Rating) of each system.
Summary reports show initial and final translations, quality ratings, keypress, mouse, and edit counts,
and millisecond timings.

Compared results to simulated post-editing with non post-edited references (development scenario).

All user interactions time stamped to facilitate further analysis, including pause measures.

Small improvement in simulated post-editing leads to significant improvement for human translators.

